
St. Ignatius Assembly Report  
 

 FYB.ED Students conducted the assembly on 23rd July 2022.  The theme of the assembly was 
celebrating 500 years of the cannon ball movement .The assembly started with a introduction of 
dialogue discussing about the internship which was hosted my Myron Gomes and Nicole 
Gonsalves. The teacher incharge for the assembly was Dr. Vini Sebastian. Nevelle Coutinho 
helped with the technology part and Myron Gonsalves played the musical instrument for the 
assembly. The assembly was really effective and impactful because of the use of PPT in a 
creative way .. The PPT presentation was done by Rhea Gonsalves and Delviya Misquitta . Prayer 
song , ‘Take O Lord and receive’  for the assembly was sung by our talented friends Sanica 
Coutinho, Rhea Gonsalves and Delviya Misquitta , Myron Gomes .  
 
The Takeaway about the introduction was not just discussing about internship but  the message 
they portrayed out from their dialogue was that- it’s a new way of life, beginning and not just giving 
lessons. They also focused on the value of taking blessings of the almighty before starting any 
new thing. The flow of the assembly was well organized and planned well.  
 
As the introduction was over, Soon our other classmates  Dominica Baretto, Fr Sunil Soreng, 
Nevelle Coutinho, Mellisa gave the audience a brief idea of St. Ignatius, and celebrating 500 years 
of st ignatian . They mostly focused on the background of St. Ignatius and also what he actually 
did for the people. A short  video was shown for clear understanding of who St. Ignatius exactly 
was.  
 
The assembly also enlightened us about the three symbols which St. Ignatius followed; namely 
Sword, Book and cross. Melissa spoke on the importance of sword in St. Ignatius life. Followed 
by Fr. Sunil who spoke about the importance of the book. Lastly Dominica gave insights about 
the importance of cross in life of St. Ignatius. Later on in assembly, Family background and life of 
St Ignatius ;before and after Canon ball movement.  
 
The reflections on Ignatian assembly was handled by Samantha Vaz by questioning the audience 
‘What as we future teachers have been called for?.’ The pupil reflected on the assembly and the 
question asked by giving responses like giving importance to service before ourselves, To lead 
younger generation in rightful path and there was also a meaningful statement made like, ‘Action 
speaks louder than words.’ Fr Sunil reflected by saying if transformation had to begin it has to 
begin from us. Cannon ball movement lead to transformation and his life became generous.  
 
Information about the Ignatian year of what it actually is; was put forward by Rhea Gonsalves and 
Delviya Misquitta. Some very beautiful quotes were read by Sharlet George which inspired 
everyone to become generous just like St. Ignatius. The Manager of the college Fr. Blaise Dsouza 
addressed the students with his inspirational and encouraging words , he emphasized on the 
message ‘ to build a community of love ,justice and harmony ‘. He enlightened the students about 
St . Ignatius the way he lived his life , his ambitions , his encounter with Jesus which helped in 
transform his life . He mentioned that common people did not have education back then St. 
ignatius took up the initiative and how he went to different parts of the world to transform the life 



of people by starting schools , colleges .Fr . also mentioned that that we  as future teachers should 
walk on his footsteps to have a better world, to bring development of all people and to transform 
the life of students .  
 
 
The assembly was  concluded with singing in the Ignatian march. Eslinda nunes proposed the 
vote of thanks. Lastly, Assembly ended with our College Anthem. 
 
 







 
 

 
 



Report of the Ignatian Year Culmination Programme held on Aug 6, 
2022 

 
 

 
 
 
No of students attended : 47 (F.Y.B.ED.) 
 
Staff members – 8 
 
Manager : Fr. Blaise D’Souza s.j. 
 
The Objectives of the programme were as follows:  

- To sensitise the students on the Ignatian year 
- To make the students aware of the Road ahead through the Universal Apostolic 

Preferences 
 
The flow of the programme was as follows 
Prayer dance 
SXBA 
Michaels 
 
Singing 
St Paul's 
Holy Cross 
 
Skit 
Dr Antonio 
St Theresa 
 
Group discussion and reflection 
St Ignatius+ Father Sunil 
 
The programme started with a general introduction and welcome by Dr. Vini Sebastian, and 
then compered by Dominica and Joanita. 
 
The students presented a meaningful prayer dance and then prayerfully said the Ignatian 
Prayer for Generosity . The programme then proceeded with the skit on the life of 
St.Ignatius of Loyola which gave a context to the entire programme. The students enacted 
the scenes from the life of St. Ignatius of Loyola which made an impact on his life.  
 
The speaker of the day Fr. Assis Rodrigues s.j. was then introduced to the all by Joanita and 
then Father spoke about the Universal Apostolic Preferences as a continuation of the work 
following the Ignatian year. The talk was full of stories and loaded with values. The 
multilingual presentation including cultures of all religions were really the hallmark of the 
talk.  



 
The next section as the Group Discussion which was conducted with the following questions 
given by Fr. Assis :  

- Do I respect other religions and their Anubhava of god ? 
- How do I put my spirituality into action ? 
- Am I responsible for the degradation of Mother Earth? 
The groups were made and discussions followed for 5 minutes afterwhich the group 
leader presented the group’s thoughts on the question given. 
 
A presentation of all the works done by SXIE during the Ignatian year were presented by 
Dr. Vini Sebastian namely :  
- Webinars with SXC  
- Workshop on UAP 
- IPP course 
- IPP publication  

 
This was followed by melodious group singing by the students. After the singing session the 
programme concluded with a vote of thanks and college anthem.  
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 



 



 

 



20 MAY 2021 – 31 JULY 2022



ORIENTATION 
TO THE 

CANNONBALL 
MOMENT

FR. BLAISE D’SOUZA S.J. 



















REFLECTION

ACCEPT 
YOUR OWN 

BROKENNESS

LOOK AT THE 
STARS OF 

POSSIBILITIES
OPEN YOUR 
HEARTS TO 
GOD’S LOVE 

IT IS IN GIVING 
THAT WE 
RECEIVE
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